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ABSTRACT
With the increasing role played by software in support-
ing our society, its sustainability and environmental impact
have become major factors in the development and operation
of software-intensive systems. Myths and beliefs hide the
real truth behind Green IT: IT is energy-inefﬁcient because
software is developed to make it so – intentionally or not.
But how far are we from being able to control software
energy-efﬁciency? What makes software greener? How can
we transform measuring software energy consumption in a
general practice? What architectural design decisions will
result in more sustainable systems? How can we ensure
that new-generation software will be both cloud-ready and
environmental-friendly? and How can we make evident the
economic and social impact of developing software with
‘energy in mind’? These are a few of the challenges ahead for
a more sustainable digital society. This talk will discuss them,
hence drawing directions for exciting challenges, promising
opportunities, and ultimately inspiring research.
WHERE ARE WE, REALLY?
It is impossible to imagine society without software and the
IT resources to run it. While we can measure the impact of IT
resources on energy consumption, we still have to understand
the impact of software and its properties.
What we know for sure is that software is being developed
without taking energy into consideration. This is evident if we
think of the incredible energy optimizations of hardware over
the years, which have been continuously negated by software
products1. We notice this every day. For example, playing
media on our mobile devices drains battery in no time. Or,
if we look at the various generations of operating systems,
they offer very similar sets of features to end-users while they
demand much heavier IT resources.
In short, there is a huge hidden potential. A study in
Berkeley estimated to 87% the potential energy savings of
migrating US business applications to the cloud [1]. However,
it is unclear which applications should be re-engineered, what
should go in the cloud and what should remain locally.
In other words, how this potential can be engineered. The
1Wirth’s Law, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wirth’s law
following explores a few of the many related challenges and
opportunities.
I. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Green Software Labels are farther than we think. In spi-
te of the many publications in the ﬁeld of green software,
most provide only partial (if any) information about
e.g. how to develop software that is energy efﬁcient;
what metrics, tools or contextual conﬁgurations should
be considered when measuring or estimating the energy
consumption of (certain types of) software systems or
applications; and ultimately what is the real impact of
software applications on the energy efﬁciency of the
computing resources they need for execution. As a result
we are witnessing a paradox. From afar, researchers and
practitioners have started believing that much has been
done already, and the lack of signiﬁcant adoption in
practice would suggest that the impact of software is
negligible. This further feeds the myth that major gains
are to be searched in hardware optimization, or in using
renewable energy resources instead. We are forgetting
that computing resources and infrastructures are there
because software needs them, and if software is bloat
and inefﬁcient any optimization will be just wasted. To
be able to recognize the level of greenness of a software
system we must be able to deﬁne theories about the
relevant properties, knowledge about which design and
coding decisions result in less energy consumption, and
classiﬁcation of contextual information (e.g technology
characteristics, versions, dependencies) [2].
Software Integration in a changing context. Thanks to a
combination of favorable phenomena (fast technology
development, widespread adoption, society digitaliza-
tions, extreme availability of software services), software
systems are becoming smaller and smaller while the
context they interact with, and have to manage, becomes
larger and increasingly complex. This has important im-
plications on the software architecture of any modern
application: we still have to decide on what to deliver in
terms of functional and quality requirements; differently,
many of these requirements will be adopted from external
providers; will eventually change over time; and will
dynamically adapt depending on personalization (per user
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or per organization), on contextual changes (location-
aware or situation-aware), and on evolving requirements
(interacting with changing IoT components). Being able
to manage dynamic, ﬂexible integration of such a con-
tinuously changing context poses novel challenges for
a.o. software architecture, SPL engineering, enterprise
application integration, and system-driven requirements
elicitation. Examples of domains already expecting so-
lutions include smart grids, cyber-foraging [3], e-health,
sustainable data management [4], and green cloud provi-
sioning [5]. From a software engineering perspective, it
will be essential to make design decisions that address
the various quality properties of a sustainable system,
from both technical, environmental, economic and social
perspectives [6].
Knowledge and Awareness are key. To progress in a still-
pioneering ﬁeld like green software engineering we need
to build factual information for at least two types of
purposes. The ﬁrst is for IT professionals to both develop
software that is energy-efﬁcient in the ﬁrst place, and
modernize pre-existing software to improve its energy
footprint. To this end, research is needed to create en-
gineering practices like design patterns and architectural
tactics, which deliver greener software; tools that help
engineers monitor energy consumption of the software
in use as well as estimate the potential footprint while
developing it. In spite of common beliefs, current state
of the art is largely insufﬁcient in providing such tools
especially considering the increasing complexity of soft-
ware execution contexts that make traceability an even
more complex problem that it used to be.
The second purpose is for the users of software sys-
tems and applications to become aware of the level of
greenness of the software they buy and of the their
usage behavior. Various organizations (like CEPIS, Data
Center Alliance, Milieukeur) are making initial steps to
e.g. create reference practices and criteria toward green
software labeling. Still we need much more software
engineering experimentation before a sound know-how is
available. Also, software itself must feed back to its users
its own energy consumption so that more sustainable
usage behaviors can be recommended.
Only when we will have a sound body of knowledge to
develop-measure-label green software we will be able to claim
that the ﬁeld is mature.
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